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(54) Program management method and apparatus for gaming device components

(57) A system tor electronically downloading and
verifying programs directly to printed circuit board com-
ponents for use in gaming devices is provided. The
downloading is preferably based on stored customer
orders and provides reduced potential for errors arising

by automating some or all features of program selection
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and by preferably implementing one or more steps of

verifying programs for approval or compliance with gam-
ing jurisdiction regulations for a jurisdiction where the

gaming device is intended to be used.
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Descripti n

[0001] Cross-reference is made to U.S. Serial No.

09/088.205, (Attorney File No. 3735-905-CON) filed

June 1, 1998 which is a continuation of Serial No.

08/600,311. now U.S. Patent No 5,759.102 (for

-PERIPHERAL DEVICE DOWNLOAD METHOD AND
APPARATUS"), filed February 12, 1996, both incorpo-

rated herein by reference.

[0002] The present invention relates to a method

and apparatus tor managing programs for downloading

to gaming device components such as during gaming

terminal manufacture or assembly processes.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

[0003] Many current gaming machines are config-

ured with electronic components, commonly mounted

on one or more printed circuit boards (PCBs). Many

such electronic components use programming or other

information stored in memories. In at least one typical

configuration, a gaming terminal or gaming machine will

include a controller board, a communications board or

modul . and one or more so-called peripheral boards

such as a display controller board, a currency acceptor

board, a coin handler board, and the Cke. Typically at

least one board, such as the game controller board,

include a processor (microprocessor) or other computer

unit which often operates based on programming or

other information (software or firmware) stored in a

memory such as one or more electronically erasable

programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs). Such

software or firmware may be programmed or stored in

the memory locations during the manufacturing or

assembly of the gaming device. Additionally, software or

firmware may be provided to replace or supplement the

software or firmware in a gaming device which is in

operation (in the field). e.g. features, new games and

the like, and/or to correct programming errors. In either

case, the new firmware or software is transferred or

"downloaded" from a source (which may be, e.g., a

computer such as a workstation personal computer, lap-

top computer, and the like) to the Target" memory in a

particular gaming device or machine

[0004] Although downloading from one computer to

another is, in general, a process that is currently known,

downloading software or firmware to components of

gaming devices presents particular problems not readily

addressed by conventional downloading techniques.

One feature applicable to gaming device downloading is

the stringent regulatory oversight and control exercised

by regulatory authorities in many jurisdictions. In many,

and perhaps all, regulated gaming jurisdictions, down-

loading of software or firmware to a gaming device

should provide some assurance that the new software

or firmware will comply with local regulations for the

jurisdiction where the device will be located.

[0005] In the strict regulatory environment for many
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gaming devices, it is typically necessary to provide

assurance that approved and prop©' software is pro-

vided in the peripheral and other boards, in addition to

that provided on the game controller board. For exam-

ple, a gaming regulatory authority in one jurisdiction

may require assurance that, e.g., bin acceptor software

will be appropriate (and approved) for that jurisdiction

(and will not e.g., run the risk of downloading bill accep-

tor software that was approved in a different jurisdic-

tion).

[0006] Accordingly, it would be advantageous to

provide a program management system that reduces or

eliminates the potential incorrect downloads and/or ver-

ifies jurisdiction approvals for downloaded software

[0007] It is also commonly found that gaming

devices occur in a wide variety of configurations, such

as employing numerous different types of processors,

memories, game configurations, versions and types,

peripheral hardware and software and the like. Such dif-

ferences may not be apparent (or may be discernable

only with difficulty) from a visual inspection of the gam-

ing device, its components, or its operation. For this rea-

son, when it is desired to download software to a

particular gaming device, it is typically necessary, in cur-

rent systems, to manually select a particular software

version for downloading, bearing in mind e.g.. the type

of hardware found on particular gaming devices, the

items request by one customer and jurisdictional

approvals that have been given to various software ver-

sions, lest the newly-downloaded software is incompat-

ible with the gaming device or results in operation which

is not approved by a particular jurisdiction. This situation

is particularly burdensome in the context of gaming

devices in which it is sometimes necessary or desirable

to load programming in a targe number of devices in a

relatively short amount of time.

[0008] Accordingly, it would be advantageous to

reduce or eliminate the requirement (or the ability) of an

operator to manually select which software is to be

loaded on a particular memory or component

[0009] When the manufacture or assembly of gam-

ing devices Involves storing or loading software or

firmware into components of the gaming device, previ-

ous approaches have typically used partially or fully

manual methods for such loading of software or

firmware. For example, in previous systems, a techni-

cian, typically would use a written purchase order or

work order as a basis for selecting which programs are

to be loaded, and would manually enter the fBe name or

other program information in order to initiate download-

ing. EEPROMs which are manually programmed in this

fashion are typically then moved to the production floor

where they are inserted into printed circuit boards

(PCB) assemblies. The PCB assemblies are then

inserted or placed in terminals as part of the assembly

process

[001 0] Such manual loading of software or firmware

has a number of disadvantageous aspects. Such man-
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ua) loading involves a relatively large investment of time

and effort typically by skilled personnel, and thus results

in relatively high expense. At least partially as a result of

the number of manual steps involved, and particularly

those which require matching the software to compo- 5

nents or hardware, there is a relatively high potential for

errors, such as providing gaming devices with the wrong
programs, configured for the wrong customer, provided

with incorrect components or assemblies and the like.

[0011] Accordingly, it would be advantageous to 10

provide a system which facilitates fully or partially auto-

matic downloading and management of the programs
for gaming devices.

[0012] tn a typical situation, there is often a delay of

some weeks or months between the time a customer rs

places an order and the time the gaming device assem-
bly is completed. Not uncommonly, development may
be taking place with respect to some or all of the soft-

ware to be used in such gaming devices. Although it

would be desirable, in some regards, to always load a so

product with the most recent (and presumably best or

most advanced) versions of a software package, it may
be that software improvements made between the order

date and final assembly date have not been approved
for all jurisdictions and, accordingly, in previous sys- 25

terns, it was necessary, in order to assure loading of the

best permissible software version, to manually check
jurisdictional approvals tor various versions of available

software, bearing in mind the intended jurisdictional

location of a particular gaming device. Accordingly, it 30

would :be advantageous to provide a system in which
the most recent software version which has been
approved for a particular jurisdiction will be selected

automatically (without the need for manual analysis or

selection). as

[0013] in typical systems currently used, there is lit-

tle or no record keeping with respect to hardware or

software components that are used in particular gaming
devices. As a result, for purposes such as repair, main-

tenance, warranty and the like, current systems often 40

require expensive and time-consuming manual identifi-

cation of such hardware or software components.
Accordingly, it would be useful to provide a program
management system which included the potential to

produce and maintain databases identifying hardware 45

and/or software components associated with particular

gaming devices, preferably in a manner which is sub-

stantially automatic (i.e. without requiring manual entry

into the database of component identification informa-

tion). 50

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0014] The present invention provides for reliably

and securely loading programming or other information, 55

in the manufacture or assembly of one or more gaming
devices. In one embodiment, the system provides Gnks

between the computer systems of various departments,

including but not limited to Engineering, Product Assur-

ance (jurisdiction approvals) and Production, e.g. to

allow communication and verification of information

maintained in databases of the different departments.

Orders for programming are automatically validated to,

among other items, assure proper development within

Engineering and jurisdictional compliance and approval

within Product Compliance. Validated orders are sent to

production. The system automatically selects the proper

software to download, so as to produce a gaming device

configured to comply both with a customer's order and
to assure jurisdictional approval. Preferably, following

download, the gaming device or components are que-

ried to verify the board contents (and the jurisdictional

approval) prior to shipping the gaming device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS •

[0015]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a gaming device of a

type which may be programmed in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a flow chart of a process according to one
embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a process according to one
embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a gaming device manu-
facturing and assembly system according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

[0016] The present invention can be used in con-

nection with many types of gaming devices. Fig. 1 pro-

vides an illustration in block diagram form of one such
gaming device. In the embodiment of Fig. 1. a gaming
device (or gaming terminal) 1 12a includes a game con-

troller board 122 which will typically include, among
other items, a microprocessor and a memory such as
an EEPROM storing programming and/or other infor-

mation for controlling operation of the controller board

122. In one embodiment the processor 1110a is an
Intel Multimedia/Super Computer processor model

80960, although the invention can be used in connec-

tion with computing devices having other types of proc-

essors and in connection with gaming terminals which

are controlled by devices other than microprocessors

such as ASICs. Typically the hardware and software of

the game controller board 122 will contain the informa-

tion defining the type of game and making determina-

tions of the win/loss local outcome (as opposed to. e.g.,

a progressive win/loss outcome) for the gaming device

1 12a. Because of the central role of the game controller

3
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board 122 in determining any monetary payout, it is par-

ticularly important to assure the presence of the correct

software for the game controller board to avoid inproper

or incorrect payouts and to assure compliance with local

regulatory authorities. Although it is possible to combine

numerous functions onto a given board, typically

numerous boards will be provided in a gaming device

tor forming a plurality of functions. In the depicted

embodiment, the game controller board communicates

with a communications board 124 which provides infor-

mation to and. receives the information from a local con-

troller and/or central computer, for purposes such as
monitoring use and performance, assuring compliance,

pert rrmng accounting and similar functions, and facili-

tating implementation of progressive or other multi-ter-

minal based games or prizes. In one embodiment, the

commurwcabons board 124 includes one or more ports

by which a laptop or other computer may be coupled to

the gaming device 1 12a. In the embodiment of Fig. 1 . a

plurality of peripheral boards 128 a-d communicate with

the game controller board 122 and control various

peripheral devices for performing various functions such

as bin acceptor functions 132a. coin handling functions

134a. 132b. video functions 132c and audio output

functions 132d In many configurations, some or all of

the peripheral and other boards 128 a-d, 124 will con-

tain flash memory. EEPROMs or other devices for stor-

ing software or firmware for running on microprocessors

or other computing devices on such boards. In the

depicted embodiment, each gaming device includes a

processor, one or more memories and a communica-

tions module 124.

[001 7] Fig. 4 depicts a system usable in subassem-

bly or final assembly downloading, e.g., in a gaming
device manufacturing environment. Fig. 4 includes a
plurality of computers such as workstation computers,

network server computers, and/or PC-type computers

coupled by network tines such as fiber optic lines 452 in

a manner well-known to those of stall in computer net-

work technologies.

[001 8] At various stages in employing the system of

Fig. 4, programming data or other information is stored

in a number of different storage systems such as data-

bases (typically providing storage on hard drives or

other well-known storage media). In the depicted

embodiment, during program design process, informa-

tion is held in an engineering database 454. Software

and firmware engineers use and modify such informa-

tion via computers 456. 458 having at least indirect

access to engineering database 454. Preferably, pro-

grams or other data which are still in the development

phase are restricted to the engineering database 454
and are not stored in other databases. At some point,

engineering will release the program or other informa-

tion to product assurance 462 which, after review, will

submit the programming or data (e.g. via writing on a
CD 464) to a gaming jurisdiction for approval. After the

program or data is approved by the gaming jurisdiction,

the program is copied to a production download server

466 and, preferably, stored in a "released" database

468. Information about the approved program is pro-

vided to a customer order system 472 and other sys-

5 terns such as engineering 474a and product assurance

474b.

[0019] Although released programs may be pro-

vided in various forms such as on CD ROM 476 (via a
CD duplicator 476b), Fig. 4 also illustrates a system for

10 downloading programming data or other information as

part of a gaming device assembly or fabrication system.

The programming or data may be loaded onto boards or

other subassemblies 478, e.g. via a translator/power

assembly 482 and download terminal 484 or may be
15 loaded intoone or more gaming devices 486a,b, e.g. via

connection to a communication board for downloading,

in turn, to target peripheral devices or other subassem-
blies within the gaming devices 486a, 486b, e.g. via a
download terminal 488.

20 [0020] In the strict regulatory environment for many
gaming devices, it is typically necessary to provide

assurance that only approved and proper software and
data is used in the gaming devices, including peripheral

and other boards (in addition to that provided on, e.g.,

25 the game controller board). Depending on the nature of

the download. H will be advantageous, in performing

assembly fine downloading, to recognize or distinguish

different boards, e.g. to obtain information regarding

characteristics of the board and/or its identity or history.

30 [0021 ] In the environment of the system of Fig. 4, a
host device such as the download terminal 484 con-

nects directly to the subassembly or through a test box
482 that provides the physical connection and power. A
download terminal 488 can also be used to download

35 information to boards which have already been assem-
bled into gaming devices 486a,b (which, provide physi-

cal connection and power and thus can be used for

downloading without a test box 482). The host device

484, 488 can be network-connected as depicted or can
40 be a standalone device. In a standalone configuration,

the program information can be stored on a CD ROM
476a or other storage medium. The depicted download
system can be used on the production floor as depicted

or at a service bench, e.g. for repair purposes. Prefera-

45 Wy the download media 492a, 492b are configured to

facilitate downloading of information and can thus be
configured or optimized to achieve relatively high rates

of data transfer.

[0022] In order to facilitate security in downloading

so information, preferably so as to achieve approval for

such downloading by gaming regulatory bodies, a
downloading process as depicted in figs 2 and 3 may
be used. During program design/revision processes, the

data (programs and the like) are held in the engineering

55 database 454. As depicted in Fig. 2. following program
design, the program is released to product assurance

214, at which time it is moved to the product assurance

database 455. The software is then submitted to one or

4
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more gaming jurisdictions 216 for approval. After

approval 218. the program accompanying scripted ffle

or other data is copied to the production download

server 466 and information about the data is entered

into a customer order system 472, 224. At this point the

system $ma state such that the newly-developed and
approved software can be loaded, as needed, in

accordance with particular customer orders.

[0023] Fig. 3 depicts a process for loading software

in response to customer orders. In the embodiment

depicted in Fig. 3, a customer order system 472 outputs

an order tor programming 312 such as an order for a

Quantity of a specific assembly (a particular type of

PCS) to be programmed. Preferably, the order includes

a pfopammng request and jurisdictional usage infor-

mation The order output by the customer order system

472 a verrf*d by the production download server 466 to

detemwie whether it is a valid order 314. Preferably, val-

idation 314 ^etudes at least a check to determine

whether the programming that has been requested is

programming that has been approved for a jurisdiction

which * n accordance with the use location for the

gaming device specified in the customer order, ff the

order « not vafad. an error message or other error indi-

cator is ou*sut 316 lor handling by an error handling rou-

tine or lor maruaJ analysis or intervention, ff the order is

valid, it e then sent 318 to the production floor 484-486.

In the process depicted in Fig. 3, the production down-

load server 466 will then provide a manufacturing order

schedule, eg a schedule for a day or shift, which will

then be sent 322 to one or more download terminals

484, 488 Preferably the download terminals 484, 488
outputs a display showing the orders for a day's produc-

tion which may be arranged in a number of manners
such as by assembly number, program number, manu-
facturing order number and the like 324.

[0024] As noted above, software may be down-

loaded to particular assemblies (PCBs) using an
assembly connector 478 or may be downloaded to com-

ponents already installed in gaming devices 486a. 486b
or both. In either case, an operator connects at least

one and preferably several assemblies or gaming

devices e.g. via connectors 478 and/or cables 492b,

326. In some configurations, it will be desirable to obtain

component identification information such as that stored

on add-only/one-time programmable (AO/OTP) mem-
ory or memory portions coupled to or associated with

assemblies, components or gaming devices 328.

[0025] After the components or gaming devices are

coupled and identification information is optionally

obtained, the operator selects 332, preferably from a

menu on the download terminal screen, the Hem or

items that are to be downloaded. In contrast with previ-

ous methods, it is not necessary for the operator to

identify or input a particular file name or other indicator.

Preferably, this selection is performed automatically by

the download terminal or download server. Such auto-

matic selection is performed preferably by determining

the configuration of the gaming device which has been
ordered by the customer and automatically selecting the

software appropriate for such configuration. Fa exam-
ple, if the customer had ordered a blackjack-style gam-

5 ing device with a bill acceptor, and card reader, the

download computer will determine on the basis of this

order that ft will be necessary at least to download

blackjack gaming software onto a controller board, bill

acceptor software onto a bill acceptor board, and card

io reader software onto a card reader board. The down-

load computer will select, from among the various black-

jack, bill acceptor and card reader software available,

that software which is appropriate, namely the software

which is the most recent version of the selected soft-

is ware which has been approved for the jurisdiction for

which that gaming device has been ordered and which

is otherwise appropriate (such as being compatible with

the particular type of microprocessor or other hardware

that will be used in the gaming device).

20 [0026] In many situations, it is anticipated that sev-

eral devices with similar configurations may be
requested such that the download terminal, as a result

of this process, may display, e.g., eight identical bill

acceptor downloads or the like. In one embodiment.

25 simultaneous download to a plurality of devices is ena-

bled or facilitated when all such devices are to receive

the same software. Accordingly, in these configurations,

preferably the operator will couple a plurality of boards

or gaming devices which may be programmed at the

so same time. Upon selection of the items to download, the

system will automatically download the appropriate soft-

ware or other information to the connected assemblies

or gaming devices.

[0027] Downloading can be performed in a number
35 of fashions, including that described in US. Application

Serial No. (Attorney File No:

3735-923) for "METHOD FOR DOWNLOADING DATA
TO GAMING DEVICES". In one embodiment, a gaming

identification apparatus and system can be used in

40 accordance with that described in U.S. Patent Applica-

tion Serial Na (Attorney File No.

3735-924 for "GAMING DEVICE IDENTIFICATION

METHOD AND APPARATUS* filed on even date here-

with and incorporated herein by reference).

45 [0028] Many types of data transfer can be used

including serial and parallel transfer. In one embodi-

ment, the data is transmitted in a block fashion, i.e., by

transmitting a predetermined number of bits of the infor-

mation (such as 1024 bits) from the source to the gam-
so ing device, and then checking for errors in the block As

will be well-known to those of skill in the art, other block

lengths can also be used. In one embodiment, verifica-

tion or other checking is performed to assist in detecting

data transmission or other errors. A number of well-

as known verification or error detection schemes can be
used, such as a CRC. One type of CRC check is

described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No:

08/348,268. filed November 30, 1994. for "METHOD

5
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AND APPARATUS FOR VERIFYING THE CONTENTS
OF A STORAGE DEVICE" (incorporated herein by ref-

erence). This or other verification or error checking

schemes can be adapted for use in the present inven-

tion in a manner that will be apparent to those of skill in

the art, after understanding the present disclosure.

[0029] If there are errors detected in the block of

information (using, e.g. a cyclic redundancy check error

detection routine, or other error detection routines well-

known to those of skill in the art), the procedure may
retransmit the block.

[0030] Following such a final CRC check, the down-

load terminals 484, 488 are provided with information

verifying the successful download 334. The display of

orders for this work shift is modified to reflect an indica-

tion of the successful downloads 336 to permit opera-

tors to distinguish those downloads that have been
completed from those that remain still to be done.

[0031] Preferably, the download terminals 484, 488
will output commands to print labels 338 identifying the

items that have been downloaded which are then

affixed to the appropriate components (boards). Labels

can include information such as component or assem-
bly number, program number or version, date of down-

loading and other relevant manufacturing information. In

some configurations. AO/OTP memory, or other types of

memory, residing on the board are programmed or writ-

ten-to in order to store information indicating the soft-

ware version that has been downloaded, serial number,

manufacturing date, downloading date, or similar infor-

mation, e.g. regarding the characteristics of the compo-
nent or terminal 342.

[0032] By proceeding in this manner, gaming

devices are provided which may be at least partially

automatically programmed in a manner which provides

a high degree of confidence that the programming com-
plies with both the orders placed by customers and reg-

ulations governing gaming devices in the jurisdiction for

which the gaming devices are intended.

[0033] In a typical situation, there will be some
amount of delay between the completion of gaming

device manufacture or assembly and the time in which

the gaming devices are shipped to customers. Prefera-

bly, before the time the devices are shipped to custom-

ers, the devices, via connections 492b to a download

terminal 488 or similar terminal are queried, automati-

cally, to obtain information on the software residing on
the gaming devices as a result of a previous download

process. The identity of the software obtained as a

result of such queries is then compared with information

e.g. on the customer order computer 472 or download

server 466 to verify, e.g. prior to shipping, that the soft-

ware which is present conforms to the order placed by

the customer to whom the device will be shipped and/or

with the regulatory requirements for the jurisdiction

where the gaming device will be located 344. Preferably,

at some point before the gaming device is shipped,

information about the configuration of the gaming

device (such as the software versions which are

present, the hardware configuration of the gaming

device, gaming device or component identification or

serial numbers and the like) are stored in a database

5 e.g. for use in future repairs, warranty work updates, or

the like. This information may be information which is

obtained in the course of performing the initial download

or information obtained at a later query 346.

[0034] In light of the above description a number of

10 advantages of the present invention can be seen. The
present invention makes it feasible to reduce or elimi-

nate the need for manual operations in connection with

program downloading, while maintaining a high level of

security and reliability. The present invention facilitates

is monitoring and updating the status of programs and
jurisdictional approval in real time by a customer order

management system. Preferably, machine configura-

tions wfll be automatically updated to reflect the pro-

grams and assemblies actually installed. Machines can
20 be verified for hardware and software revisions against

a desired configuration in the final state of the produc-

tion or shipping process. Preferably, the system is par-

tially or fully automated using a download server and
automated factory control system. The system could

25 provide programmed inventory status in real time. The
present invention provides the ability to query a gaming
device to obtain hardware and software information ag.

for regulatory, inventory, and similar purposes. The
present invention makes it feasible to download infer-

30 mation to one or many machines at the same time. The
present invention is useful in facilitating the standardiza-

tion of programming or other data, and maintaining a

database of programming or other data, across a vari-

ety of gaming devices.

35 [0035] A number of variations and modifications of

the invention can be used. In general, it is possible to

use some features of the invention without using others.

For example, it is possible to provide automatic selec-

tion and/or downloading ofdata without providing a sub-

40 sequent verification step, or vice versa. Although the

system provides for automatic (non-manual) proce-

dures for assuring compliance with gaming jurisdiction

regulations, it is possible to configure the system to per-

mit manual gaming jurisdiction compliance verification,

45 in place of or in addition to automatic verification compli-

ance e.g. for additional security, for compliance with reg-

ulations or regulatory authorities, and the like. The
system can be configured to permit customer orders to

be processed remotely such as by a telephone or other

so communication link, from customer premises. For

example, bonus game, graphics, sound, and peripheral

programs, which typically are less strictly regulated (not

determining win/loss or prize outcomes of a game), can

be sent from e.g. the download server to a central or

55 local system for downloading to existing machines.

Preferably, the customer order system, in addition to

being used to assure fuKfllment of orders and compli-

ance with regulations, can be used in connection with

6
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scheduling and tracking of orders and programs, prefer-

ably in an automatic or partially automatic fashion. Pref-

erably when a program is generated by engineering, a
descriptor file is also prepared which includes indica-

tions of jurisdictions where the program has been 5

approved or is intended for use. The descriptor file con-

tains information that can be used in connection with

verifying gaming jurisdictional approval and the tike. •

[0036] In addition to downloading computer pro-

gram information, the invention can be used to down- to

load data such as data which defines the manner in

which peripherals accept currency (or detect counter

feiting).

[0037] The present invention, in various embodi-

ments, includes components, methods, processes, sys- 15

terns and/or apparatus substantially as depicted and
described herein, including various embodiments, sub-

combinations, and subsets thereof. The present inven-

tion, in various embodiments, includes providing

devices and processes in the absence, of items not 20

depicted and/or described heron or in various embodi-

ments hereof, including in the absence of such items as

may have been used in previous devices,or processes,

g. for achieving ease and reducing cost of implemen-

tation. 25

[0038] The foregoing discussion of the invention

has been presented for purposes of illustration and
description. The foregoing is. not intended to limit the

invention to the form or forms disclosed herein.

Although the description of the invention has included 30

description of one or more embodiments and certain

variations and modifications, other variations and modi-

fications are within the scope of the invention, e.g. as
may be within the skfll and knowledge of those in the art,

after understanding the present disclosure. It is 35

intended the appended claims be construed to include

alternative embodiments to the extent permitted.

Claims

AO

1. A computer-implemented system for use in down-
loading software during manufacture of gaming
devices, comprising:

electronic memory locations storing informa- as

tion including:

first information regarding customer orders

for gaming devices, including information

about the location where said gaming so

devices are to be used and also storing

second information indicating that said first

program is approved in said first jurisdic-

tion and that said second program is

approved in said second jurisdiction;

at least a first component for a gaming device,

having a component memory, said component
being coupled to a computer, said computer

being programmed to:
'

receive information regarding the type of

programming for downloading to said com-
ponent memory;

select among said plurality of programs to

identify a program which has been
approved for a jurisdiction which includes a
location where said gaming device is to be
used, to provide at least a first selected

program; and

download said selected program to said

component memory.

2. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

claim 1 wherein said plurality of programs is

selected from the group consisting of gaming pro-

grams and gaming device peripheral device pro-

grams.

3. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

claim 1 wherein said first component is a gaming
device printed circuit board.

4. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

claim 1 wherein said component is coupled to said

computer by being mounted in a gaming device

wherein the gaming device is coupled to said com-
puter bya network connection coupled to a commu-
nications board of said gaming device.

5. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

daim 1 wherein said component is coupled to said

computer via a component power and signal-con-

nection device.

6. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

daim 1 wherein said computer selects said first

selected program by a process which includes

comparing said first information and said second
information.

7. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

daim 1 wherein said computer receives said infor-

mation by a process which includes receiving an
indication of a particular customer order from

among said first information.

a plurality of programs for use in gaming

devices including at least a first program

approved in a first jurisdiction and a sec- ss

ond, different program approved in a sec-

ond jurisdiction, and
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8. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

claim 1 wherein said computer receives said infor-

mation by a process which includes automatically

identifying characteristics of said component

9. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

claim 8 wherein said computer selects said first

selected program by a process which includes veri-

fying that said selected program is compatible with

said characteristics of said component

10. A computer-implemented system as claimed in

daim i wherein at least a second gaming device

component is coupled to said computer.

11. A conpuier-implemented system as claimed in

ciatfn 10 wherein said computer is programmed to

permrt substantially simultaneous downloading of

sad selected program to at least said first and sec-

ond ganwig device components.

12. A computerimplemented method for downloading

software durng manufacture of gaming devices,

comprwig

stonng. in electronic memory, first information

regarding customer orders for gaming devices,

mducftng information about the location where
sad gamng devices are to be used and also

stanng. in electronic memory, a plurality of pro-

grams tor use in gaming devices including at

least a first program approved in a first jurisdic-

tion and a second, different program approved

in a second jurisdiction, and

storing, in electronic memory, second informa-

tion indicating that said first program is

approved in said first jurisdiction and that said

second program is approved in said second

jurisdiction;

coupling at least a first component for a gaming

device, having a component memory, to a com-
puter;

receiving information, in said computer, regard-

ing the type of programming for downloading to

said component memory;

using said computer to select among said plu-

rality of programs to identify a program which

has been approved for a jurisdiction which

includes a location where said gaming device

is to be used, to provide at least a first selected

program; and

component memory.

13. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

claim 12 wherein said step of coupling said compo-
5 nent comprises mounting in a gaming device

wherein the gaming device is coupled to said com-

puter by a network connection coupled to a commu-
nications board of said gaming device.

10 14. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

daim 12 wherein said step of coupling said compo-
nent comprises coupling via a component power

and signal-connection device.

15 15. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

claim 12 wherein said step of selecting said first

selected program comprises comparing said first

information and said second information.

20

30

35

16. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

daim 12 wherein said step of receiving said infor-

mation comprises receiving an indication of a par-

ticular customer order from among said first

information.

17. A computer-implemented method as daimed in

daim 12 wherein said step of receiving said infor-

mation comprises automatically identifying charac-

teristics of said component

18. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

daim 17 wherein said step of selecting said first

selected program comprises verifying that said

selected program is compatible with said character-

istics of said component.

19. A computer-implemented method as daimed in

daim 12, further comprising verifying the identity of

downloaded software after said computer down-

40 loads said selected program.

2a A computer-implemented method as daimed in

daim 12. further comprising storing, in a database,

information identifying said selected program, cou-

pled to information identifying said gaming device

component

21. A computer-implemented method as claimed in

daim 12 wherein said step of downloading com-

prises substantially simultaneous downloading of

said selected program to at least said first and a

second gaming device component

45

50

55

downloading said selected program to said

8
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